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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Brief overview of GPS concepts and systems.  How it works, what it does and does not do.An introduction to the types of receivers and how they differ.A comparison of popular Garmin handheld receivers.Information for purchase decision.  Road navigation vs hiking vs off-roading.  Navigation vs planning.Follow-up presentation by users of specific devices and applications.



Basic concept of GPS

• The Global Positioning System, originally NAVSTAR GPS, is a satellite-
based radionavigation system owned by the United States 
government and operated by the United States Air Force. It is a 
global navigation satellite system that provides geolocation and 
time information to a GPS receiver anywhere on or near the Earth 
where there is an unobstructed line of sight to four or more GPS 
satellites.

• Inventor: Ivan A. Getting, Roger L. Easton, Bradford Parkinson
• Operator(s): Air Force Space Command
• Total satellites: 33
• Satellites in orbit: 31
• Accuracy: 500–30 cm (20–1 ft)
• Orbital height: 20,180 km (12,540 mi)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition and basic details of Navstar GPS (US) system.  The system most people in the US mean when they talk about GPS satellites.Original constellation was 24 satellites- minimum number for 4 satellites to cover the entire surface of the earth at all times.More detailed description
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Presentation Notes
Tracking stations determine orbits of GPS satellites.Command center transmits orbital date, time corrections, and location of other satellites in the constellation.Time measurement must be precise, so each satellite has an atomic clock.  Time is constantly updated because Relativity (higher gravity = slower time)GPS satellites simultaneously transmit synchronized time and orbital data to Earth.GPS receivers compute location using orbital date and the differences in arrival times of the signals of at least four satellites.GPS receivers also get the benefit of accurate time because they are constantly updated by the satellite's atomic clock.



Trilateration
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Presentation Notes
The GPS receiver calculates location using trilateration.  The distance measure from each satellite gives a circle of area in which the receiver is located.  The receiver is located at the place where all the circles intersect.It takes three satellites to calculate location, but four for a 3D position, which includes altitude.In actuality, the satellites use a global reference.  Position is calculated at the intersection of the globes.



Additional Satellite 
Navigation Constellations

GLONASS 
Short for Global Navigation Satellite System, GLONASS is a Russian satellite-
based navigation system that works alongside GPS (Global Positioning 
System) to provide position information to compatible devices. With an 
additional 24 satellites to utilize, GLONASS compatible receivers can acquire 
satellites up to 20% faster than devices that rely on GPS alone.

Galileo 
Galileo is Europe's own global navigation satellite system, providing a highly 
accurate, guaranteed global positioning service under civilian control. 
Currently providing Initial Services, Galileo is interoperable with GPS and 
Glonass, the US and Russian global satellite navigation systems.

BeiDou 
The BeiDou Navigation Satellite System (BDS) is a Chinese satellite 
navigation system. Although the evolution of its regional navigation system 
towards a global solution started in 1997, the formal approval by the 
Government of the development and deployment of BDS System was done 
in 2006 and it is expected to provide global navigation services by 2020, 
similarly to the GPS, GLONASS or Galileo systems.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A GPS with an unobstructed view of four satellites can determine its exact 3D location to within about 16 feet.  Further precision is achieved by various augmentation methods.  One method is by utilizing additional GNSS systems.GLONASS is a Russian developed system.  Compliments the US system when a receiver can utilize it.  Receiver will be called a GNSS capable if it can use other systems.  GLONASS works a little differently- With GPS, satellites use the same radio frequencies but have different codes for communication, while GLONASS satellites have the same codes but use different frequencies, allowing satellites on the same orbital plane to communicate with one another.Galileo is an EU system, the only civilian-owned system. Many new gps receivers can also use GalileoBeDou is a Chinese system, currently available to Asian markets.  Also known as COMPASS-MEO system.  It is developing rapidly and is now in its third phase.  Reports say eventually it will be capable of locating within centimeters, surpassing all other current systems.



GNSS System 
Orbits

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The GPS satellites are not in a geostationary orbit but rise and set two times per day.Iridium Satellites are very low earth orbit.  Reflection from these satellites can be seen with the naked eye, known as Iridium flashes.  This is the system the Garmin InReach devices use to communicate. Since those devices must TRANSMIT to the satellites, they have much higher power requirements.  InReach capable devices use lithium battery packs instead of AA batteries.



GPS Augmentation Systems
Wide Area Augmentation System (WAAS)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WAAS, a regional space-based augmentation system (SBAS) operated by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA), supports aircraft navigation across North America. Although designed primarily for aviation users, WAAS is widely available in receivers used by other positioning, navigation, and timing communities. Basically, it's a system of satellites and ground stations that provide GPS signal corrections, giving you even better position accuracy.How much better? An average of up to five times better.Other government operated augmentation systems include:Continuously Operating Reference Stations. The U.S. CORS network, managed by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, archives and distributes GPS data for precise positioning tied to the National Spatial Reference System.Global Differential GPS. GDGPS is a high accuracy GPS augmentation system developed by the NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) to support the real-time positioning, timing, and determination requirements of NASA science missions.International GNSS Service (IGS). IGS is a network of over 350 GPS monitoring stations from 200 contributing organizations in 80 countries.



Smartphone 
Location 
Services

A-GPS

Cell Tower Signal Triangulation

Wi-Fi Positioning System
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Presentation Notes
If you have a smartphone, or another device with cell or wifi capability, there are other location services available.  If the device also has a GPS chip, these location services can be used in conjunction with GPS to improve accuracy and the time it take to acquire your location.A-GPS – A-GPS stands for Assisted Global Positioning System. While it works on the same principles as a GPS, the difference is that it gets the information from the satellites by using network resources e.g. mobile network, also called assistant servers. Since these servers are continually sending and receiving information there is no delay in knowing the exact orbit and time location of the satellites. In other words the time to first fix is a lot faster than a normal GPS. Also these servers have good computation power so they can analyze the fragmentary signals received from the GPS receiver and those received directly from the satellite and thus correct the error. It will then inform the receiver its exact location.Triangulation of Cell Tower Radio Signals – A cell phone signal may be picked up by three or more cell towers enabling the triangulation to work. So when a triangulation happens – with the point of overlap of three signals, it is possible to estimate the location of the cell phone based on its distance from the three towers. The cell towers broadcast their location and by knowing the distance of the phone from each towers, the co-ordinates of the cell phone is calculated.Wi-Fi  Positioning System - The most common and widespread localization technique used for positioning with wireless access points is based on measuring the intensity of the received signal.  The accuracy depends on the number of nearby access points whose positions have been entered into the database.  The Wi-Fi hotspot database gets filled by correlating mobile device GPS location data with Wi-Fi hotspot MAC addresses.



Internal basemap

Routeable maps

Downloadable maps

Topo vs. Street maps

Mapping Software
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Presentation Notes
Nearly every GPS receiver will come with an internal basemap.  The most basic map, usually covers a large area, but little detail.  Most receivers have optional internal maps that will provide more detailed maps for specific areas, or for special use such as marine maps.Some maps are routeable.  These are the types of maps that can provide turn-by-turn directions for a particular route.  Automotive receivers have internal routeable maps.  Some handheld receivers also support routeable maps, as well as some PC and smartphone applications.  If routing is a feature you want, be sure the receiver has the technology to support routeable maps.  For example, some of the Garmin devices use HERE (formerly NavTeq) for routing and updated points of interest (shopping, gas, hotels, etc.)There are thousand of downloadable maps available.  Many are free, some are for sale.  Not all are created equal, so it’s a good idea to read the reviews.  The maps are usually large and can take quite a while to download.  If you plan to use a lot of downloadable maps, be sure your receiver has plenty of storage memory or supports a memory card.Topographic maps are usually not routable like street maps, although some are.  For off-roaders, you may find that even routeable topo maps aren’t going to suit your needs, as they are not likely to contain more obscure trails and points of interest.Mapping software, such as Garmin BaseCamp, is invaluable for planning your hikes and off-road trips ahead of time.  With good software, you can create a followable route of where you want to go and transfer it to your receiver.  The route can be displayed on the receiver with an overlaid non-routable map.



Handheld

Smartphone / Tablet

Automotive

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Handheld – Very portable, battery powered, can be taken on hikes, hunting trip, etc.  Many choices of vendors and models, specific to the type on activity and options you want.  Usually the most precise for location, most support downloadable maps and multi-GNSS.  Disadvantages: small screen, can be complex, small controls, single functionality.Smartphone / Tablet – Also portable, can run various mapping applications, so can be adapted to your liking.  Larger screen, especially a tablet.  Can usually add memory for maps.  Multi-function, not just a GPS.  Disadvantages: GPS location may not be as precise, but MAY use A-GPS to augment.  Very important to determine chip type (GPS, A-GPS, both), supported functionality, and carrier restrictions.  Some only allow A-GPS services for 911.Automotive – Routable street maps, larger screen.  Disadvantages: not really portable, limited off-road use.



Device Screen Resolution Compass Altimeter Camera Memory Connectivity Satellites
Battery / Battery 

Life
Preloaded 

Maps
Waypoints / 

Routes
Other Features

Garmin eTrex Touch 25
2.6” color 

touchscreen
160 x 240 Magnetic No No

4 GB Int / 
MicroSD 

slot
USB GPS 

GLONASS
16 hrs Basemap 4000 / 200

downloadable, 
routable maps

Garmin GPSMAP 64x
2.6" diag, 65K 

color TFT
160 x 240

Optional 
3-Axis

Optional Optional 8 GB / 
MSD slot

USB, NMEA, 
Bluetooth, ANT+

GPS 
GLONASS 

Galileo
2-AA / 16 hrs

Routable 
TOPO

5000 / 200
Downloadable 
routable maps, 

Garmin Connect

Garmin GPSMAP 64st
2.6" diag, 65K 

color TFT 
160 x 240 ✔ ✔ No 8 GB / 

MSD slot
USB, NMEA, 

Bluetooth, ANT+
GPS 

GLONASS
2-AA / 16 hrs TOPO 5000 / 200

Downloadable 
routable maps, 

Garmin Connect

Garmin GPSMAP 66s 3" Diag TFT 240 x 400 ✔ ✔ ✘
16 GB / 

MSD slot
USB, NMEA, WiFi, 
Bluetooth, ANT+

Multi 
GNSS

2- AA / 16 hrs 
(GPS), 1 week 
(Expedition)

Basemap 10000 / 250
Garmin Explore comp, 
Connect IQ, BirdsEye 

Direct, weather

Garmin GPSMAP 66st 3" Diag TFT 240 x 400 ✔ ✔ ✘
16 GB / 

MSD slot
USB, NMEA, WiFi, 
Bluetooth, ANT+

GPS 
GLONASS 

Galileo

2-AA / 16 hrs 
(GPS), 1 week 
(Expedition)

TOPO 10000 / 250

Garmin Explore comp, 
Connect IQ, BirdsEye 

Direct, weather, HERE 
road content, 

elevation profile

Garmin GPSMAP 66i 3" Diag TFT 240 x 400 ✔ ✔ ✘
16 GB / 

MSD slot
USB, NMEA, WiFi, 
Bluetooth, ANT+

GPS 
GLONASS 

Galileo

Internal Lithium-
ion / up to 35 
hours at 10-

minute tracking; 
up to 200 hours 

at 30-minute 
tracking (power 

save mode)

TOPO 10000 / 250

InReach Technology 
(SOS, messaging), 

Garmin Explore comp, 
Connect IQ, BirdsEye 

Direct, weather, HERE 
road content, 

elevation profile

Garmin Handheld GPS Comparison Chart


Sheet1

		Device		Screen		Resolution		Compass		Altimeter		Camera		Memory		Connectivity		Satellites		Battery / Battery Life		Preloaded Maps		Waypoints / Routes		Other Features

		Garmin eTrex Touch 25		2.6” color touchscreen		160 x 240		Magnetic		No		No		4 GB Int / MicroSD slot		USB		GPS GLONASS		16 hrs		Basemap		4000 / 200		downloadable, routable maps

		Garmin GPSMAP 64x		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT		160 x 240		Optional 3-Axis		Optional		Optional		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs		Routable TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 64st		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT 		160 x 240		✔		✔		No		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 66s		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		Multi GNSS		2- AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		Basemap		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather

		Garmin GPSMAP 66st		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		TOPO		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin GPSMAP 66i		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		Internal Lithium-ion / up to 35 hours at 10-minute tracking; up to 200 hours at 30-minute tracking (power save mode)		TOPO		10000 / 250		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin inReach Explorer+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✔		✔		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 100 hours at 10-minute tracking mode (default); up to 75 hours at 10-minute tracking with 1-second logging; up to 30 days at the 30-minute interval power save mode; and up to 3 years when powered off		Preloaded with a 1:24k map of Garmin Yarmouth (Former DeLorme) North America data of the U.S. and Canada. Mexico also is included at a 1:125k scale.		500 / 20		downloadable maps, InReach Technology (SOS, Messaging)

		Garmin inReach Mini		0.9" x 0.9" mono MIP		128 x 128		✘		✘		✘		N/A		Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 90 hours at 10-minute tracking		None		500/20		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), location sharing via app

		Garmin inReach SE+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✘		✘		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Up to 100 hrs		None		500 / 20		InReach Technology, ability to download maps

		Garmin Oregon 700		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		3.4 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / up to 16 hours		Basemap		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin Oregon 750t		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✔		4 GB MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO (100k)		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect







Garmin inReach 
Explorer+

2.31" diag TFT 
touchscreen

200 x 265 ✔ ✔ ✘ 2 GB USB, Bluetooth GPS

Internal Lithium-
ion / Up to 100 

hours at 10-
minute tracking 
mode (default); 

up to 75 hours at 
10-minute 

tracking with 1-
second logging; 
up to 30 days at 
the 30-minute 
interval power 

save mode; and 
up to 3 years 

when powered off

Preloaded with 
a 1:24k map of 
Garmin 
Yarmouth 
(Former 
DeLorme) 
North America 
data of the U.S. 
and Canada. 
Mexico also is 
included at a 
1:125k scale.

500 / 20
downloadable maps, 
InReach Technology 

(SOS, Messaging)

Garmin inReach Mini
0.9" x 0.9" 
mono MIP

128 x 128 ✘ ✘ ✘ N/A Bluetooth GPS

Internal Lithium-
ion / Up to 90 
hours at 10-

minute tracking

None 500/20

InReach Technology 
(SOS, messaging), 

location sharing via 
app

Garmin inReach SE+
2.31" diag TFT 
touchscreen

200 x 265 ✘ ✘ ✘ 2 GB USB, Bluetooth GPS Up to 100 hrs None 500 / 20
InReach Technology, 
ability to download 

maps

Garmin Oregon 700
3" diag TFT 

touchscreen
240 x 400 ✔ ✔ ✘ 3.4 GB / 

MSD slot
USB, NMEA, 

Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+
GPS 

GLONASS
2-AA / up to 16 

hours
Basemap 10000 / 250

Downloadable 
routable maps, 

Garmin Connect

Garmin Oregon 750t
3" diag TFT 

touchscreen
240 x 400 ✔ ✔ ✔

4 GB MSD 
slot

USB, NMEA, 
Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+

GPS 
GLONASS

2-AA / 16 hrs TOPO (100k) 10000 / 250
Downloadable 
routable maps, 

Garmin Connect
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Sheet1

		Device		Screen		Resolution		Compass		Altimeter		Camera		Memory		Connectivity		Satellites		Battery / Battery Life		Preloaded Maps		Waypoints / Routes		Other Features

		Garmin eTrex Touch 25		2.6” color touchscreen		160 x 240		Magnetic		No		No		4 GB Int / MicroSD slot		USB		GPS GLONASS		16 hrs		Basemap		4000 / 200		downloadable, routable maps

		Garmin GPSMAP 64x		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT		160 x 240		Optional 3-Axis		Optional		Optional		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs		Routable TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 64st		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT 		160 x 240		✔		✔		No		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 66s		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		Multi GNSS		2- AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		Basemap		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather

		Garmin GPSMAP 66st		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		24k TOPO		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin GPSMAP 66i		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		Internal Lithium-ion / up to 35 hours at 10-minute tracking; up to 200 hours at 30-minute tracking (power save mode)		24k TOPO		10000 / 250		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin inReach Explorer+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✔		✔		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 100 hours at 10-minute tracking mode (default); up to 75 hours at 10-minute tracking with 1-second logging; up to 30 days at the 30-minute interval power save mode; and up to 3 years when powered off		Preloaded with a 1:24k map of Garmin Yarmouth (Former DeLorme) North America data of the U.S. and Canada. Mexico also is included at a 1:125k scale.		500 / 20		downloadable maps, InReach Technology (SOS, Messaging)

		Garmin inReach Mini		0.9" x 0.9" mono MIP		128 x 128		✘		✘		✘		N/A		Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 90 hours at 10-minute tracking		None		500/20		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), location sharing via app

		Garmin inReach SE+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✘		✘		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Up to 100 hrs		None		500 / 20		InReach Technology, ability to download maps

		Garmin Oregon 700		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		3.4 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / up to 16 hours		Basemap		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin Oregon 750t		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✔		4 GB MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO (100k)		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect
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		Device		Screen		Resolution		Compass		Altimeter		Camera		Memory		Connectivity		Satellites		Battery / Battery Life		Preloaded Maps		Waypoints / Routes		Other Features

		Garmin eTrex Touch 25		2.6” color touchscreen		160 x 240		Magnetic		No		No		4 GB Int / MicroSD slot		USB		GPS GLONASS		16 hrs		Basemap		4000 / 200		downloadable, routable maps

		Garmin GPSMAP 64x		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT		160 x 240		Optional 3-Axis		Optional		Optional		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs		Routable TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 64st		2.6" diag, 65K color TFT 		160 x 240		✔		✔		No		8 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO		5000 / 200		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin GPSMAP 66s		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		Multi GNSS		2- AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		Basemap		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather

		Garmin GPSMAP 66st		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		2-AA / 16 hrs (GPS), 1 week (Expedition)		24k TOPO		10000 / 250		Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin GPSMAP 66i		3" Diag TFT		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		16 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, WiFi, Bluetooth, ANT+		GPS GLONASS Galileo		Internal Lithium-ion / up to 35 hours at 10-minute tracking; up to 200 hours at 30-minute tracking (power save mode)		24k TOPO		10000 / 250		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), Garmin Explore comp, Connect IQ, BirdsEye Direct, weather, HERE road content, elevation profile

		Garmin inReach Explorer+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✔		✔		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 100 hours at 10-minute tracking mode (default); up to 75 hours at 10-minute tracking with 1-second logging; up to 30 days at the 30-minute interval power save mode; and up to 3 years when powered off		Preloaded with a 1:24k map of Garmin Yarmouth (Former DeLorme) North America data of the U.S. and Canada. Mexico also is included at a 1:125k scale.		500 / 20		downloadable maps, InReach Technology (SOS, Messaging)

		Garmin inReach Mini		0.9" x 0.9" mono MIP		128 x 128		✘		✘		✘		N/A		Bluetooth		GPS		Internal Lithium-ion / Up to 90 hours at 10-minute tracking		None		500/20		InReach Technology (SOS, messaging), location sharing via app

		Garmin inReach SE+		2.31" diag TFT touchscreen		200 x 265		✘		✘		✘		2 GB		USB, Bluetooth		GPS		Up to 100 hrs		None		500 / 20		InReach Technology, ability to download maps

		Garmin Oregon 700		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✘		3.4 GB / MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / up to 16 hours		Basemap		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect

		Garmin Oregon 750t		3" diag TFT touchscreen		240 x 400		✔		✔		✔		4 GB MSD slot		USB, NMEA, Bluetooth, WiFi, ANT+		GPS GLONASS		2-AA / 16 hrs		TOPO (100k)		10000 / 250		Downloadable routable maps, Garmin Connect







Gamechanger-
Garmin 

Overlander
If you can 
afford it!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
7” color touchscreen Features turn-by-turn directions for on-road navigation and topography maps for off-road guidance covering North and south AmericaUse the Garmin explore app to download additional maps and USGS Quad sheets on 64 GB of storage, and sync all of your data between devices (Wi-Fi connection required)Preloaded with ioverlander points of interest (POIs) and ultimate public campgrounds, so you don't need a cell signal to route to the best-established, wild and dispersed campsitesFeatures 24k topographic maps with public land boundaries and 4x4 roadsRouting is based on height, weight and length for large overlanding vehicles. Will route to roads vehicle can handle.Can be mounted anywhere with a powered magnetic mount that comes with a suction cup or ram-compatible adapterPairs with In-Reach satellite communicators (sold separately; active satellite subscription required for in reach Device) for two-way text messaging, interactive SOS and weather forecastsPairs with up to four BC 35 backup cameras (sold separately) so you can see what’s behind youGPS, GLONASS and Galileo support helps track in more challenging environments than GPS alone

https://www.youtube.com/embed/yo9rZnu0ou0


Let’s Get 
Dusty!
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